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Dear Editor,
Klein-Levine syndrome (KLS) is a rare syndrome (1-2 reported cases per 1 million) that affects mostly men in young adulthood (1,2). The
etiology of KLS is unknown however the reported flu-like symptoms prior to the initial KLS attack suggest that autoimmune mechanisms and
genetic factors might have a role in the ethiopathogenesis (3). The KLS attacks are characterized by hypersomnia (15-21 hour/day), cognitive
impairment (apathy, confusion, slowness, amnesia), derealization (dreamy state, altered perception) and more infrequently hypersexuality
and depressive mood (3). Common mechanisms as circadian rhythm abnormalities and clinical similarities indicate a possible relationship
between KLS and mood disorders (1). A rare case of co-occuring KLS and bipolar disorder (BD) is presented in this report. Written consent
was obtained from the patient for this presentation.
Thirty-four year-old man followed up for BD-I for 15 years was hospitalized with a preliminary diagnosis of mania depending on symptoms such as spending too much money, excessive talking and eating, hypersexuality, disorganized behaviours. The patient was not
using his medications regularly. The previously prescribed treatment regime was consisted of valproic acid 1000 mg/day, lithium 600
mg/day, lamotrigine 200 mg/day and risperidone 6 mg/day. On the sixth day of hospitalization under the previous treatment strategy
a severe hypersomnia attack was observed. The patient could only be woken up for his daily needs by repetetive external verbal and
physical stimuli. The patient’s past history revealed that most of the attacks were as the current one. KLS was suspected 5 years ago
on his first admission to our inpatient clinic. But at that time the diagnosis could not be cleared for the patient failed to take a polisomnography (PSG) test during hypersomnia. On the last admission PSG was performed during hypersomnia that revealed increased
sleep activity, shortening of sleep latency and reduction in percentage of phase III sleep which were consistent with KLS. Besides EEG
was normal. Encephalomalasia on the left parietal region of brain was detected on MRI. The treatment was continued with lithium
600mg/day, lamotrigine 400 mg/day and aripiprazole 30 mg/day. After 13 days of excessive sleeping, all the symptoms improved and
the patient was discharged.
In the current case, the overlapping symptoms of BD and KLS led to a big confusion on diagnosis because of a complicated past
history of the symptoms and medications. According to detailed history there were two types of attacks. In the first type insomnia,
hypersexuality, disorganized behaviours were followed by hypersomnia periods. In the second form, symptoms of psychotic mania
were evident without any hypersomnia period. The overlapping of KLS and mania symptoms and the occurrence of pure mania periods were a challenge to reach to an accurate diagnosis for 15 years. There are 3 case reports on co-occurrence of BD and KLS in the
literature (1,4,5). Due to the heterogenity of BD symptoms, it is difficult to differentiate KLS co-occuring with BD as in the current
case. The proper diagnosis of KLS is important to initiate the appropriate treatment to have a beter prognosis. Immune-inflammatory
etiology and genetic vulnerability are proposed mechanisms for the two diseases (3,6). Moreover, detorioration of circadian rhythm is
well known in BD and defined in KLS. Although BD and KLS have common clinical characteristics the relationship of the two diseases
is not clear.
Klein-Levine syndrome is often misdiagnosed. Cooccuring KLS and BD is a very complicated clinical condition that causes a long delay in the
establishment of accurate diagnosis.
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